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Abstract

In the initial stage of sequence analysis, a biologist is
first faced with the questions about how to choose the best
tool to align sequences of interest and how to analyze and
visualize the alignment results, and then with the question
about whether unaligned regions produced by the tool are
indeed not homologous or are just results due to inappro-
priate alignment tools or scoring systems used. In this pa-
per, we present a versatile alignment visualization system,
called SinicView, (for Sequence-aligning INnovative and In-
teractive Comparison VIEWer), which allows users to ef-
ficiently compare and evaluate assorted alignment results
obtained by different tools. SinicView calculates similarity
of the alignment outputs under a sliding window using the
sum-of-pairs method and provides scoring profiles of each
set of aligned sequences. Combined with the annotations in-
formation, the user can visually compare alignment results
either in graphic scoring profiles or in plain text format of
the aligned nucleotides. With SinicView, users can use their
own data sequences to compare various alignment tools or
scoring systems and select the most suitable one to perform
alignment and sequence analysis. SinicView is avaiable for
free download from http://biocomp.iis.sinica.edu/.

1. Introduction

Study of comparative genomics demonstrates its power
to help biologists identify novel conserved and functional
regions in genomes[3]. Based on the comparison of
cross-species genomic sequences, biologists can under-
stand the evolutionary relationship of genomic regions
among species, discover conserved regions between dif-
ferent genomes, vertebrate genomes, discover regulatory
motifs and promoters, or identify potential conserved non-
genic sequences (CNGs).
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To align these genomic sequences, several efficient tools
have been proposed, such as MLAGAN[2], MAVID [1],
and so on. However, the majority of these tools usually
fail to generate consistent results especially in aligning di-
vergent cross-species sequences. Therefore, comparisons of
the alignment tools using a set of benchmarking sequences
have been conducted in recent years.

Although these comparison results provide a fair eval-
uation of several popular alignment tools, the user usually
does not know for sure whether those unaligned regions are
indeed non-homologous or just due to inappropriate align-
ment tools or scoring systems used. Thus, the user may
have to try different tools or scoring systems to evaluate the
correctness and accuracy of alignment results in the initial
stage of sequence analysis. Thus, it is desirable and most
useful to have a visualization system that provides a direct
and efficient method and can assist users to cross compare
and inspect alignment results obtained by different multiple
sequence alignment (MSA) tools, especially in the initial
stage of sequence analysis.

In recent years a number of visualization tools have been
released in the public domain. The VISTA-related tools,
including mVISTA, rVISTA, GenomeVISTA, and Phylo-
VISTA, are among the famous ones that provide users with
novel graphical user interfaces to view alignment results
from different viewpoints have been developed for several
years (http://genome.lbl.gov/vista/index.shtml). PipMaker,
zPicture, and ECR Browser are also popular visualization
tools for sequence or genomes alignment results. All of
these tools are web-based with friendly user interfaces, and
allow users to easily visualize alignment results with anno-
tations. However, these tools are limited solely to single
alignment results. The capability of simultaneously com-
paring multiple results from different alignment tools or dif-
ferent scoring systems is notably lacking.

2. Result

We present a versatile alignment visualization system,
SinicView (Sequence-aligning INnovative and Interactive



Comparison VIEWer), which enables users to efficiently
compare and evaluate assorted alignment results obtained
by different tools. SinicView calculates similarity of the
alignment outputs under a sliding window using the sum-
of-pairs method and provides scoring profiles of each set of
aligned sequences. Users can visually compare alignment
results either in graphic scoring profiles or in plain text for-
mat of the aligned nucleotides. In addition, the informa-
tion about alignment gaps and sequence annotations is also
presented. The real-time juxtaposition of the visualization
results from different MSA programs would bring more in-
sights into the evaluation process. With SinicView, users
can use their own sequences to survey and compare vari-
ous multiple alignment tools and thus to unveil their merits
(and shortcomings). Moreover, the cross-tools comparison
can provide users more confidence in their final alignment
results especially for those unaligned regions.

There are three viewing sections in SinicView: Global
View, Detailed View, and Information View (including an-
notations and gaps.) The Global View section shows the
whole percent identity plots that calculate the sum-of-pairs
scores based on one specified reference sequence. In the
Detailed View section, the panels show the whole per-
cent identity plots of different alignment results individu-
ally. The Information View section containing annotation
and gap information is stacked beneath the Detailed View
section. SinicView also provides some global comparison
charts that can assist biologists to choose the best alignment
result among those produced by the programs under con-
sideration. Each of the aligners is denoted by a pre-defined
color with the ”performance color” label right next to the
name of the tool. SinicView is implemented entirely in Java
language to ensure portability across major platforms and is
accessible with a web browser and Internet connection.

2.1. An example

SinicView offers a series of manipulative and nav-
igational controls, such as zooming, shifting, and
gap/annotation toggling. As shown in Fig. 1, SinicView dis-
plays the alignment results obtained by three different MSA
methods: ClustalW, MAVID, and MLAGAN. The input se-
quences contain orthologous regions around the SCL gene
in five vertebrate species: human, mouse, chicken, puffer-
fish and zebrafish, and the human sequence is selected as
the reference base. Users can manually input numerical val-
ues or click on the highlighted colored region in the Global
View section that specify the zooming or shifting factors in
a drag-and-drop fashion. Generally speaking, the highest
conserved region located at 30kp of human sequence is all
well aligned by these three tools. But the highest identical
rates of the alignment by ClustalW are lower than those by
either MLAGAN or MAVID.

Figure 1. The screenshot shows the user in-
terface of SinicView.

3. Conclusions

Deluged by increasing completed genomic sequences,
biologists have encountered a challenge of aligning more
and much longer sequences from divergent species. Thus,
the need to align longer sequences, like mega base-pair se-
quences or even genomics-scale sequences, and evaluate
the alignment results becomes more urgent. In this paper,
we have presented a visualization tool for comparison of
MSA programs. With a standard simple protocol for the in-
put/output format, users can easily upload their own align-
ment programs to SinicView. The performance and capa-
bilities of SinicView depend on the system’s internal mem-
ory. In a 64M RAM JAVA environment, SinicView can load
and visualize several mega bases alignment results. Users
can easily perform sequence alignment by employing mul-
tiple alignment tools and visualize the results on the fly by
SinicView. For a more detailed description of SinicView the
reader is referred to http://biocomp.iis.sinica.edu.tw.
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